




EMP Media Services is all about creating a time capsule FOR one of the biggest things to
happen in your whole life! Capturing all of the moments, even the ones in between is what I

strive to do with every client I work with, from grand ball weddings, to backyard get
togethers! Because the thing I want to make sure above all else, is that you are having an

fantastic time, and I'm capturing every minute of it! 

When it comes to getting the perfect shot,
there is almost no limit. From getting my boots
in the water, to climbing up a submerged tree

in the middle of a bog, I always want to go
that extra mile for my clients (as well as the

shot!)
But something I want to make sure all of my

clients feel while working with me is
comfortable. Being in front of the camera isn't
a normal thing for everyone so I want to make
every experience as laid back as it can be, but

we also want to have some fun too right? 
Capturing you as you are, your laughs, your

tears of joy is my specialty! 
On your day, you guys enjoy your union, enjoy

your love, enjoy your moments and I'll be
there capturing all of those moments, even the

ones in between! 



"HEYO"
My name is Jeremy Hannaford and I am

obsessed with holding on to memories. Ever
since I was given a Canon Roll & Click at 10

years old, I knew I loved the idea of capturing
moments in time, whether they were friends,

animals or just the sunrise every morning. But I
never thought of making this love of mine a

career until I became a journalist. While
journalism wasn't for me, I was always elated

with how people responded to my photos. I
strived for "in the moment" photos, from

archery contests to a RCMP officer doing
tricks on a BMX bike. Even when I started

working in the film industry, those comments I
got were always in the back of my mind. I
never thought being a photographer was

possible but I never truly shut that door, and it
was a good thing I didn't! 

When an old high school friend asked me to
shoot their wedding, I leapt at the

opportunity. And I haven't looked back since! 
I've shot weddings in all kinds of weather be it
wind, rain or snow. I've worked from Mexican
Beaches to Quebec Shores! No matter where
or whatever element we are in, I always make
it fun! Every experience has been an amazing

one and I always look forward to the next.
Life gave me a second chance to try

something I feel passionate about, so I'm
going to take that opportunity and run with it

until my shoes fall off!



Family Sessions are something I really enjoy capturing! You get to meet new people, learn
alittle bit about themselves, all the while taking some fantastic photographs! But something

I always want to ensure with my clients is that they and their children are comfortable
during the shoot. It's not every day one has a camera pointed at them, so I want to make

sure I give my clients the most laid back experience possible! We are here to have fun
after all. So whether it's for a whole 90 minutes or a short 15 minute mini session, having a
great time and not feeling awkward or uncomfortable is my #1 priority (besides taking

some awesome photos of course) 
So let's get to a park, or a beach, or even your own home and create some worthwhile

memories! 
 









One of my favorite things about doing family sessions is when people put the photos I take
up on the wall in their home! Contributing to your home is one of the most incredible

experiences a photographer can have! 
So why not add some other options that you could also have in your home?

In addition to albums, I also have options for couples who like a few "outside the box"
options for families who like to mix it up a bit!

Foam Cores are 12x8 light but durable prints that can be propped up anywhere! 
Puzzles are something new I discovered and what a wonderful way to relive your day

while 'literally' recreating 



"If you are looking for an easygoing photographer that
seems to have a knack for capturing the perfect

lighting look no further. Jeremy is an outgoing
professional that isn’t afraid to get his boots muddy for
the perfect shot. Oh and if you’re anything like me and
usually look boxy and awkward in 90% of photos don’t
worry he will make you look and feel like a goddess. I

can’t wait to work with you again"

"Jeremy helped me out when I was scrambling
for a photographer last minute! He was

absolutely amazing with my three high energy,
moody daughters! He took great pictures and

they turned out beautiful. I would gladly
recommend him to anyone!"

"I had an amazing experience! Jeremy was super
professional but also very laid back. I'm usually

super nervous in front of the camera but he made
me feel very comfortable.. He captured amazing

photos of our family right before our baby girl was
born. Thank you so much for such a memorable

experience Jeremy! You gave us fantastic photos
that captured such a beautiful time in our lives."




